
ONE TO DRINK AND ONE TO KEEP…

If you are a peat fan, Ballechin will delight and surprise, distilled at Edradour distillery, this is the much 
anticipated “peated-twin.”  Andrew Symington, owner of Edradour, employed Iain Henderson (who 
worked at several distilleries including peat-giants, Ardbeg and Laphroaig) to help create a peated 
expression at Edradour, and boy, did they create something spectacular….! With only 15% of Edradour 
production capacity going to Ballechin, this rare find is limited to only 229 bottles, it most certainly falls 
into the category of “one to drink and one to keep”!

Nose the open bottle, incredible peat.  Nose a freshly poured glass and the peat is not nearly as present, allowed 
to sit in the glass for quite some time and the peat builds to the level of the bottle.  Yet despite this very 
interesting peat observation it is the highly seductive baked pudding notes that dominate this incredible 
bouquet.  

We hope you are enjoying our releases to date, and the new shopping experience on SpirtsSouthAfrica. Next 
up are some big “collector releases”, stay tuned for a selection of some, well, mind-blowing stuff!

The Navigate Team

Once again, our collaboration with LMDW to source and bottle great 
spirits for South Africa, is, well, if we do say so ourselves, a success! 
This single cask Ballechin is now available on spiritssouthafrica.co.za, 
and likely to move fast with so few bottles coming from the cask , and 
SA’s many peat whisky lovers!

Follow us on social media for an up-to-date list of stockists.

BALLECHIN  9YO, 2010, SINGLE CASK ,  59.3% AL

NOSE – Rich, unctuous. On the first nose a greasy and oily peat 
(smoked salmon) covers an otherwise intensely smoky 
aromatic palette. Notes of bacon, soot and creosote then come 
to the face. The first stage of the tasting is punctuated with 
medicinal touches (camphor, iodine tincture).

PALATE – Lively, dynamic. Extremely smoky and spicy 
(pepper, nutmeg), the attack on the palate is at the same time 
elegant and racy. In the mid-palate succulent notes of vanilla 
and coconut bring an invigorating yet velvety freshness to the 
taste palette. The aftertaste is chocolaty and salty (mineral 
salts).

FINISH – Long, balanced. At the beginning of the finish, bacon 
and leather flavours resurface and the underline an evolution 
towards a more animal register. In the aftertaste, malted barley 
plays the main role. This is confirmed by retro olfaction that 
literally takes us into malting area. Of course, peat and smoke 
are also omnipresent
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ANOTHER SPECTACULAR DRAM SELECTED BY LA MAISON DU WHISKY & NWW

VIEW IN BROWSER

HIGHLANDS PEATED GEM!

From Edradour Distillery comes this 
peated must-have!
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